OXX DOOR DETAILS
1-1/4" INSULATED GLAZING ShOWN

1
STANDARD
HEAD

2
STANDARD
SILL WITH
1" ARCHE-DUCT

FINISHED
CEILING

FINISHED
FLOOR

SLOT DRAIN

MINIMAL CONDITIONS*

MINIMAL CONDITIONS*

3
SINGLE
JAMB
4
KEEPS
5
KEEPS
FIN-INTERIOR
W/BLADE
6
SINGLE
JAMB

- GLASS PENETRATION: 9/16"
- FINISHED SURFACES BY OTHERS; FRAME TO BE CONCEALED BY WALL CONDITIONS.
- N.F.W. AND N.F.H. DO NOT INCLUDE ARCHE-DUCT.
- EXTERIOR RATED PRODUCTS HAVE WEEP SLOTS ON HORIZONTAL SILL.
- *MINIMAL CONDITIONS SHOWN; SEE OPTIONS SHEET.